We. Have. Lost.
the aim of the partnership is to profile this work by publishing some of these lectures in the Thinking Space section of Australian Geographer. Australian Geographer's Thinking Space essays are commissioned by invitation only. The essays provide an informed analysis on a prominent public debate in Australia or the Asia-Pacific region. Thinking Space essays put on display the power of a geographical sensibility and provoke vital public conversations about what matters in our times. Based on these broad criteria, we set out to commission work that has both conceptual and applied components relating to a hot urban topic. We asked our Leading Insights thinkers to show how their ideas might change the way we engage with and think about the city.
For the 2018 essay we (the IAG-USG Committee) decided on the topic 'Cities, Indigeneity, feminism and shared urban futures' and we developed a shortlist of possible essayists in collaboration with the editorial team at Australian Geographer. We very quickly settled on Dr Natalie Osborne from Griffith University and Linda Kennedy from Future Black as our two Leading Insights thinkers, and Natalie was interested in contributing an essay to Australian Geographer.
Natalie is a lecturer in the School of Environment at Griffith University. Her teaching and research are in the areas of urban and environmental planning and critical human geography. Her work focuses on social, spatial, and environmental justice in cities, spatial politics, and the right to the city. She has a particular interest in communitybased participatory action research, and has worked with community groups, activist organisations and marginalised peoples. Natalie also regularly appears on 4ZZZ 102.1 FM, a Brisbane-based community radio station. She is a co-producer and co-host of the program Radio Reversal.
Linda is a Yuin woman from the South Coast of NSW and established Future Black design studio in 2017. Her manifesto, titled Future Black-Decolonising Design in Australia's Built Environment, sets out her vision for a shift in design process, thinking and practice towards valuing black ways of knowing and practising design futures. She works to educate urban practitioners and communities about the integral priority of placing Country and community first in all design projects in the built environment.
When we invited Natalie and Linda to give the Leading Insights Lectures at the joint New Zealand Geographical Society and Institute of Australian Geographers conference in New Zealand in 2018 we asked each to consider questions of imperialism, race, gender, domination and resistance for our understanding of the city. Their presentations provided deep insights into these matters, but not in ways we entirely expected-as any such venture should hope to achieve.
We expected Natalie to write about her work with Aboriginal communities in Queensland and urban justice, and Linda to talk about her design practice. But they each went much further, peeling back layers of blindness and deafness induced by colonial-capitalism. At the same time, and in the face of their sometimes powerful yet bleak accounts of an urban future already riven by racism and ravaged by climate injustice, their presentations inspired hope and methods for reconfiguring ways of thinking and practising in the face of that colossal loss. Linda spoke about the degradation of her Country, in the Illawarra south of Sydney, from the gouging of the earth from mining activities, to the imposition of colonial narratives through new residential land releases.
Natalie was in a position to provide an essay for Australian Geographer, while Linda continued establishing her education and design practice. When Natalie's essay arrived, we were stunned. It was a powerful piece. We loved the essay, but we were worried about how the essay would be received at Australian Geographer. Natalie writes:
Perhaps release may come from considering that we are not in the midst of a desperate, heated, chaotic battle to save The World. In fact, we lost that battle, lost that future, lost that world.
We. Have. Lost.
Take a breath.
Now what? (Osborne 2018, 2) This is far from your standard scientific research paper. It is risky writing. And it is bold writing, because it is an essay that leaves the author exposed.
Not only was the paper well received at Australian Geographer, it was well received by the geography community. Professor Elaine Stratford (2019, n.p.) wrote on Twitter in early 2019: 'So impressed with work by @DrNatOsborne on a politics of failure for the politically depressed, embedded in which is a powerful call to action for #geographers and those who care for #place and all that it means. ' It was great to share some space with Natalie as she developed these ideas and put them out into the world. Natalie has set a very, very high bar for the 2019 Leading Insights thinker and Australian Geographer essayist, Dr Marilu Melo. Marilu's work on underground and subterranean spaces of the Anthropocene brings a much needed perspective to the invisibility of what lies beneath our feet and calls into account current extractive, patriarchal and colonising logics that dominate subsurface relations. Marilu will present the 2019 IAG-USG Leading Insights Lecture on the urban underground at the IAG annual conference in Hobart in July.
